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Overview
Welcome to Analytics Canvas's Using Functions article. This is one of
a number of detailed overview articles, in which we explain how each
feature within Analytics Canvas works, with additional context to help
you understand it better and to use it to best suit your own needs.
This article is designed to provide you with an overview of the
functions available in Analytics Canvas, and to touch on some highlevel concepts, such as when to use Functions. It will also walk you
through some actual examples of when to use Functions.
To explore Functions in greater depth, you can refer to Analytics
Canvas documentation. You can find this by clicking on the Help tab
on the Analytics Canvas toolbar, or by going to the resources section
on the Analytics Canvas website. A simplified ‘cheat sheet’ is also
available at the end of this article.

Introduction
Functions are computations that are applied to source data, and
which are a powerful and flexible way for users of Analytics Canvas to
transform their data. For example, you can use functions to find the
day of the week based on date, or find out if an event occurred on a
weekday or weekend.
Analytics Canvas provides a collection of commonly used functions,
called the Function Reference, and it’s built into the tool. Function
Reference gives guidance and helps you define a function with one
click – it’s a great place to start.
You can also combine certain functions to build more robust and
sophisticated calculations.

When to use functions
Functions provide an easy and powerful way for users of Analytics
Canvas to manipulate and transform their data, and to glean
additional insights from it. Examples include:
Filtering data: Sifting the data to find all the events that happened on
a given month or year.
Segmenting data: Creating a segment of data to combine all the
names of Internet Explorer in the “Browser” column, including “IE”,
“I.E.”, “Explorer” and “Internet Explorer”.
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Performing calculations: Checking if the value is null.

Using functions
Functions can be used in a number of ways in Analytics Canvas. They
are available in Calculation, Segmentation and Filter blocks.

Calculation block
When starting out with Functions, it can be useful to experiment with
the Calculation block. The Calculation block is used to modify the
columns in a data set. It is a common way to perform data
transformations using Functions.

Segmentation block
Analytics Canvas provides powerful segmentation capabilities.
Computed segments are created when the user brings up a Segment
block to slice an incoming data set based on a certain set of rules.
The Calculation block will work for creating a segment too – for
example, when using the IF function. However, the Segmentation
block is a better way to segment incoming data. It provides a simple
interface that can include a large number of segments, and allows you
to avoid cumbersome nested IF functions.

Filtering block
Functions can be used in a Filtering block to sift the data for further
analysis. This enables users to dive into data based on the newly
calculated values.
The filter is applied on the client side, and no additional conditions are
changed in the original query. This can be useful when, in order to
continue the analysis, a user needs to filter out irrelevant data, or,
data which, if included, would produce inconclusive results. The
advantage of using the Filter block in this kind of example is that users
can use Functions as a filter, but still have access to the data that is
present in the query, which can be included in the analysis if
necessary.

Functions
Functions in Analytics Canvas is arranged in 10 groups: calculations,
text functions, basic math, trigonometry, Boolean logic, date
functions, data type conversion, data profiling, system parameters,
and URL parsing. There are over 90 functions available in Analytics
Canvas.
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Let’s look at some commonly used functions in detail.

Calculation functions
The Calculation functions cover the basics – addition, substitution,
multiplication, and division – as well as some useful extras, such as
ampersand (&). In Analytics Canvas “&” is used to concatenate values.
Calculation functions are commonly used in conjunction with other
functions.

Text functions
Text functions are one of the most frequently used types of function
in Analytics Canvas. We can divide text functions into two groups:
character-level functions and general text functions.

Character-level functions are useful when analysis is performed at
character-level. For example:
LEFT(Text, Number of char to include)
Returns the left most part of a string based on the number of
characters requested. If the number of characters requested is not
available, it will return an error.
For example, the following function would return a year from the
date field formatted as “201503” in the column “yearMonth”.
left([Original.yearMonth],4
LEN (Text)
Returns the length of a text string or number including white space
and punctuation.
For example, the function below searches for keywords over 20
characters in length. This function can be useful in keyword analysis
to filter long keyword phrases.
LEN([Original.keyword])>20

General text functions allow us to perform different manipulation
with text. For example:
CONTAINS(Text, Text to search for 1, Text to search for 2,...)
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Returns TRUE if the string contains any of the strings specified in any
position. It is not case- sensitive.
For example, the function below searches for the phrase “how to” in
keyword columns. This could be taken further for analysis, to help
understand, for example, what people struggle with.
CONTAINS([Original.keyword],"how to")

IN(Text to test, Text 1, Text 2, Text 3,...)
Returns TRUE if string matches one of the strings provided. It is not
case-sensitive.
For example, the function below searches for weekdays in the
column “date”. Using this function in the Segmentation block, the
user can assign the segment to be a weekday, thus breaking the
dates into weekdays and weekends. Day of the week information
can be useful in a variety of ways. In a B2B environment, both sales
and traffic are usually low during the weekend; thus it might make
sense to understand what dates are weekends in the data.
IN(DayOfWeek([Original.date]),"Monday", "Tuesday", "Wednesday",
"Thursday", "Friday")
Boolean logic functions
Boolean logic functions are often used in conjunction with other
functions, and include the following:
AND([True False Expression 1], [True False Expression 2], …)
Logical AND operation.
For example, by using the Filter block and the following function we
can filter referrals happening on Mondays:
and(dayofweek([Original.date])="Monday",[Original.medium]="refer
ral")
IF ([Logical test],Value if True, Value if False)
The IF statement evaluates a logical expression, and depending on
the result, returns one of two values.
For example, using the Calculation block and the following function
we can calculate a conversion rate:
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if([Original.sessions]>0,[Original.goalCompletionsAll]/[Original.sessio
ns],0)
OR([True False Expression 1], [True False Expression 2], …)
Logical OR operation.
For example, using the following function, we can find out if the
medium is CPC or PPC:
or([Original.medium]="cpc",[Original.medium]="ppc")

Date functions
DAYOFWEEK(Date value)
Returns the day of the week from a given date (i.e. Monday,
Tuesday, Wednesday...)
For example, using the Calculation block and the following function
we can filter out Sundays:
dayofweek([Original.date])="Sunday"
IsWeekDay(Date value)
Returns TRUE if the day of the week for the date is Monday through
Friday; FALSE if not.
For example, using the Calculation block and the following function
we can find out if the date is a weekday or not.
IsWeekDay([Original.date])
IsWeekend(Date value)
Returns TRUE if the day of the week for the date is Saturday or
Sunday; FALSE if not.
For example, we can find out if the date is a weekend or not.
IsWeekend([Original.date])

Putting it all together: A practical example
A B2B company has noticed an increase in the number of visits to
their website during weekends, and wants to analyze this further.
This is how the analysis would happen.
Step 1 – Opening a new Canvas and connecting to Google Analytics
Data.
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Step 2 – From the navigation panel, selecting New Source and then
Google Analytics Core Reporting.
Step 3 - Selecting date in dimensions and sessions in metrics, and
clicking OK.

Figure 1 Sessions by Date.
Now let’s look at their website performance during weekends. There
are a number of ways to do this in Analytics Canvas.
The simplest way is to add a Filter block and set the function
IsWeekend([Original.date])

Figure 2 IsWeekend Function in Filter Block.
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The function returns TRUE if the day of the week for the date is a
Saturday or Sunday. The Filter block passes the sessions and dates
that are weekends, and rejects the weekdays.
Now, it would be helpful to know which dates are Saturdays and
which are Sundays. In order to find out, we just add a Calculation
block and add a new column to calculate the day of the week –
Saturday or Sunday – using the following function:
DayofWeek([Original.date])

Figure 3 DayOfWeek Calculation.
The resulting view will look something like this:

Figure 4 Weekend Sessions by Day of Week.
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Another Example
In this exercise, we will create a breakdown of sessions by volume:
low, medium, high. We will do this by adding a Segmentation block
and creating a Segmentation rule.
Step 1 – Right click on the Canvas and select Add Data Block –
Segment, from the menu.
Step 2 – Connect the new Segmentation block to existing query.
Step 3 – Select Segmentation block on the Main Canvas. In
Segmentation rule, tab in Data Viewer and click Add New Segment.
Step 4 Adding Segmentation rules.
Let’s rename the new segment to “High”.
To add the Segmentation rule to a new segment, click on the button
“…”. Let’s divide our sessions into high, medium and low. High
means the number of sessions is above 650; Medium means the
number of sessions is above 300. The rest will be called Low.

Figure 5 Creating Segmentation Rules.
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Click on the output stub of the Segmentation block. We have a new
column called Segment.

Figure 6 Number of Sessions by Group.

Conclusion
Thank you for reading this tutorial on Using Functions in Analytics
Canvas. We invite you to continue with the tutorial training to learn
more about using Analytics Canvas.
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Analytics Canvas Function Cheat Sheet
Text functions
Basic math functions
Character level functions:
ABS (Number)
CHAR(ascii character code)
MAX (Number1,Number2,Number3...)
CLEANCHARS(text to clean,all characters to replace,string to
MIN (Number1,Number2,Number3...)
insert)
RAND()
FIND( Text to search, Text to find, [start position first position
ROUND()
is 1 (optional)])
TRUNC (Number)
FirstChars(Text, Number of char to include)
Trigonometry functions
Insert(Text to insert into, start position starting at 1,text to
COS (Angle in radians)
insert)
PI()
LastChars(Text, Number of char to include)
SIN (Angle in radians)
LEFT(Text, Number of char to include)
TAN(Angle in radians)
LEN (Text)
Boolean logic functions
LTRIM(Text,string to trim -if not included is space )
MID( Text, Start Point, Number of char to include)
AND([True False Expression 1], [True False Expression 2], …)
PadL(Text, single character to pad, total length of final string
IF ([Logical test],Value if True, Value if False)
desired)
ISERROR(Value to test)
PadR(Text, single character to pad, total length of final string
ISNULL(Value to check, Value to substitute if null (optional) )
desired)
NOT([True False Expression])
REGEX(Text to text,Regex expression)
OR([True False Expression 1], [True False Expression 2], …)
REPLACE(Text,start pos of text to remove,end pos of text to
Date functions
remove,text to insert)
DATE(Year,Month,Day)
RIGHT( Text, Number of char to include)
DateToText(Date Value, format string text)
RTRIM(Text,string to trim -if not included is space )
DAY(Date value)
General text functions:
DAYOFWEEK(Date value)
CONTAINS(Text, Text to search for 1, Text to search for 2,...)
HHmm(Date or Time value)
GetValueFromPairList( List (Text), Name of parameter
HOUR(Date or Time value)
(Text),Inner delimiter (Text, one character), Outer delimiter
IsWeekDay(Date value)
(Text, one character) )
IsWeekend(Date value)
IN(Text to test, Text 1, Text 2, Text 3,...)
MINUTE(Date or Time value)
LettersOnly(Text)
MONTH(Date value)
LOWER(Text)
NOW()
NumbersOnly(Text)
SECOND(Date or Time Value)
SPLIT(Text,delimiter,which field to use starting at 1)
TextToDate(Text Value describing a date, format string text)
StartCase ( Text to make start case )
TimeSpanLabel(number of seconds)
TRIM(Text, string to trim- if not included is space)
TODAY()
SUBSTITUTE(Text, Text to remove, Text to replace, Optional
YEAR (Date value)
Instance number to replace)
YYYY_MM(Date value)
UPPER(Text)
YYYYMMDD(Date value)
Data profiling functions
Data type conversion functions (conversion functions)
DPFieldFormat(Text to find field format for)
ISDateTime(value to test)
DPFormatMatch(Text, text field format to test)
ISLogical(value to test)
ISNumber(value to test)
URL parsing functions
ISText(value to test)
DecodeURL(Text representing a URL that is encoded)
StringToDate(Text string,Mask String)
EncodeURL(Text representing a URL)
TEXT(value to convert to text)
GetURLDomain (Text representing a URL)
TOLOGICAL(value to convert to true false)
GetURLParamValue (Text representing a URL. Either the
System parameters functions
parameter name OR the index of the parameter counting
from left)
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